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Restaurant sales trends in 4Q were similar to previous quarters, with further increases in menu pricing driving comp growth 
across the sector. Restaurants are continuing to see a return to in-store dining, benefiting traditional chains that are improving 
staffing rates to maximize operating efficiency. Off-premise mix has generally settled above pre-pandemic levels. Overall traffic 
trends remain weak as customers have become more price-conscious and some continue to cut outside food spending. In this 
increasingly competitive environment, certain stronger operators have managed to gain share and improve customer traffic 
through a combination of effective promotions/LTOs, loyalty programs, and value offerings. These have mainly been QSR or 
Fast Casual chains, such as Chipotle and Noodles & Company, but also some traditional chains like Texas Roadhouse and BJ’s, 
with the latter taking a conservative approach to price relative to competitors. The only restaurants in our coverage to report 
YOY sales declines were McDonald’s due to the sale of its Russian stores, Dine Brands due to the re-franchising of nearly all 
Company-operated stores, and Red Robin due to store closures. Strong double-digit sales growth was recorded by several 
companies, including Potbelly (17%) and The Cheesecake Factory (15%). The former has seen a rebound at its urban locations 
with the return of more office workers, while the latter was boosted by expansion of its smaller concepts. With commodity 
inflation easing in 2H22 and expected to further normalize in FY23, restaurants are likely to limit further price increases as a 
means of reviving traffic. Labor availability is likely to remain an issue, which adds more pressure as restaurants have had to 
raise wage rates and benefits to improve retention.  

• Menu price hikes fueling comp growth, but are likely to ease in line with slowing commodity inflation 

• Staffing shortages continue to hinder operating hours and capacity 

• Off-premise mix settling above pre-COVID levels 
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